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Your local Vitra dealer:

SNOWSWEEPER
VITRA C-SERIE  I  FEG1100 / FEG1300 / FEG1500

With this hydraulic center-driven snow sweeper with a unique 
centered swing system, we offer a brush optimized to Vitra’s 
high performance, but also its compact dimensions. With 
the unique hydraulic center swing, it is possible to adjust the 
working angle, without side offser the sweeper. This means 
that the swepper does not have to be wider than the machine 
to make sure it sweeps the machine free when it is angled.

The robust structure, as well as the high corrosion resistance in 
the paintwork, ensures in part an efficient utilizationof Vitra’s 
high performance, but also a sweeper that lasts for many hours 
of work for many years.

As the frame does not need to be separated during 
replacement of worn brush rings, a quick replacement is 
ensured The brush is divided into two brush roll halves,  
each driven by a center mounted oil engine.

Solid support wheels ensure efficient and optimal sweeping as
well ensure that minimal brush wear occurs during use.

Splitting the two brush roll halves saves a lot of time and
ensures a quick replacement of brush rings.

The brush guard is equipped with rubber edges that protect  
against damage in the event of a collision.

MODEL FEG1100

Total / Working width: 1100 mm.

Hight x Length: 647 x 908 mm.

Weight: 160 Kg.

Large Brush Diameter
600 mm. brush diameter

Hydraulic Swing
Hydraulic angle adjustment

Quick Mounting
Standard A-frame

For additional data, please see the price list.

MODEL FEG1300

Total / Working width: 1300 mm.

Hight x Length: 647 x 908 mm.

Weight: 170 Kg.

MODEL FEG1500

Total / Working width: 1500 mm.

Hight x Length: 647 x 908 mm.

Weight: 180 Kg.


